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Hot, dry, dusty with empty promises of rain. That is the best way to describe the past two months.
With the park being in the summer rainfall area of South Africa, we are smack in the middle of our so
called wet season. This “wet season” stretches in normal condition from end of November until the end
of March. In 2017 our first big rain arrived the second week in November. This year, however, the first
rain only fell on the 10th of January.
We are confident that we will still get some more rain but can’t help to worry about the lack of water
so far. We might get a big surprise and have a very wet April.

With the water in the bush being limited to man made water sources, this is where we had to spend
most of our time on gamedrive. The waterholes became a very productive game viewing point. Some
days you could count as many as nine different species coming down to quinch their thirst. Species
interaction is very interesting to watch and is definitely a crowd favorite.

With rhino in the picture, we can confirm that Madikwe has gone 12 months without losing a rhino due
to poaching. This is a very exciting news. Since implimenting Conservation fees, we have seen a lot of
positive stasistics when it comes to conserving our wildlife.
The current rhino poaching crisis began in 2008, with increasing numbers of rhino killed for its horn
throughout Africa until 2015. For the past couple of years, the total number of rhinos poached has
thankfully decreased, yet there is still a lot to do to ensure that all rhinos thrive.
South Africa holds nearly 80% of the world’s rhinos and has been the country hit hardest by poaching
criminals, with more than 1,000 rhinos killed each year between 2013 and 2017.

In 2018, figures showed a dip in poaching in South Africa for the fourth consecutive year and it was
the first time that poaching numbers dipped below 1,000 since 2012. This is very encouraging and
exciting news. But at 769 recorded poaching incidents in South Africa in 2018, poaching numbers are
still high. This positive sign does not mean rhinos are now thriving. It shows at least two rhinos were
killed each day in 2018. Furthermore, the cumulative impact of the poaching crisis is taking its toll, as
well as the prolonged drought affecting food and water resources.
The decline in the number of poached rhinos may demonstrate that the anti-poaching work taking
place is having an effect, or it may also demonstrate that with significantly fewer rhinos surviving in
the wild, it is getting harder for poachers to locate their prey.
None the less, we are very proud of the efforts of our counter poaching and conservation team.

Our newly released pack of Wild Dogs are doing great.

It seems that they are still in exploring mode. They are moving through the whole park and does not
stay in one place for too long. They also recently visited our waterhole…...
While drinking a coffee before morning game drive, our guide and guests heard a big commotion
behind our waterhole.
They quickly jumped on the game viewer, setting off to investigate.
Upon arrival they were surprised to find the Wild Dogs busy eating an Impala which they just
managed to take down.

Lions are always a crowd favourite too.
We love our feline friends and tend to spend a lot of time with them on game drive. The past two
months were no different. They were the source of a lot of oohs, aahs, and some laughs as well.
They did not make it easy to find them and so the rangers had their work cut out. With the scarcity of
water, their normal movement patterns were a bit disrupted. These big cats travelled great distances
during the night to their preferred hunting grounds, leaving them very tired during the day. This led to
them staying in the same spot for two to three days.

The “Big Five” is usually what most guests ask for when their ranger enquire about what they would like
to see while with them on safari. Although the “Cats” are generally intriguing, it is the close-up with an
Elephant bull that gets that heart-stopping memory.
And don’t forget the eye-to-eye moment with a Buffalo, that makes you realize why he is classified as
one of the most dangerous animals in Africa.

Beside the “Big Five” – our guests generally want to see these two species on game drive: Zebra and Giraffe,
unmistakenly the most two most well-known patterns on animal skin worldwide.
They can be just as alluring in their silence and graceful silhouttes as the most commonly asked for Big Five.

Birds are the “other” big attraction to Madikwe and at Motswiri our guests will find a fair amount of
birds living in the camp – enjoying a bath in our lodge waterhole or coming for a drink at our swimming
pool overflow.
Our guides also make a fair effort to show our guests amazing birds out on game drive, like this colourful
Lilac-breasted Roller or the majestic Spotted Eagle Owl.

We have also celebrated Valentine’s Day in February, with roses and candle-lit tables followed by
delicious delights from the Kitchen.

At the lodge, we have finally finished our new “Sunset Deck”.
It overlooks the waterhole as well as a vast view of Madikwe and of course, the sun setting to the West.

Come and join us at Motswiri, whether you are looking forward to an exciting game drive or just
relaxing on the Sunset Deck with a glass of wine, we strive to make your stay with us memorable.

Bush greetings
The Motswiri team.

